
 
 
Unfortunately we do have to share this venue with the fishing lodge tenants and a 
few caravan club holiday makers. Fishing is included in their fee for staying in the 
lodges or the small caravan park. No day tickets are available. 
 
Swims are first come first served, no-one has precedence over the swims but with 
over 30 swims on the complex, this shouldn’t be an issue. 
 
Anyone fishing at the venue must comply with our rules, if anyone is not doing this, 
ring or text one of the bailiffs immediately and it can be resolved (do not leave it until 
after the event).  
Remember, as a club member you are within your right to make sure others are 
complying with the rules, this includes dropping litter, 2 rods only, no fires & BBQs 
and leaving gates open etc. Be polite and normally any issues are sorted out, any 
trouble contact a bailiff. 
 
Contrary to club rules, the owner has allowed dogs here BUT they must be kept on 
leads at ALL times. Note: On all other club waters, dogs are banned. 
 
The club 'advises' that fishing from the island should be avoided as this can cut off 
several other swims. But as the owner allows her tenants to fish from here, we 
cannot obviously stop our members from fishing that swim. Please use common 
sense and think of others if considering fishing here. 
 
CADAC do not mind if you want to take your wife/girlfriend/kids to our waters for 
company, however, if they want to fish they will require a guest ticket. 
 
The toilets and showers are for our use too, they are on the side of the chalets facing 
the grassed caravan park. Please use them and not the bushes! 
 
Please be aware that there are 4 goats wandering around here which were put in to 
keep the vegetation down. Keep food and bait out of their reach, pick up any 
dropped bait and keep the gate closed. 
 
We are aware that there is a rat problem here. The owner has been notified and the 
club is regularly baiting the black rat stations. Never touch these black boxes, they 
have poison in them. 
 
Obviously it will get busy during the summer months and we must all try to get along 
and act sensibly. On arrival you may find that the swims you wanted are taken but 
likewise, the lodge tenants may also have the same problem, as mentioned before, 
no-one takes precedence. 
 
If you do find the swims you wanted are taken, either fish another swim, another one 
of the venue lakes or the club has other waters you can revert to and fish. 
 
During the winter months CADAC members will find they have the place to 
themselves and things will settle down. 
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